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•  Yetter Farm Equipment is recognized as a national leader in direct-seeding and no-
till technology.  

•  They were having issues with a part known as the “Fertilizer Knife” on their Mangum 
Coulter.  The part was time consuming to fabricate and prone to dimensional issues 
and premature wear. Several other components were welded to the knife that also 
wore prematurely and made for multiple part numbers.  As such, the complete knife 
assembly required replacement at significant cost and down time to the user when 
worn.   

•  The design intent of the Coulter assembly was to reduce the customer’s cost for 
time in the field. This was achieved with an optimum design for high speed and high 
volume fertilizer applications.  

•  The solution was to convert the component to a casting utilizing Carbidic 
Austempered Ductile Iron: a material that offers superior abrasion and impact  
resistance.  The new design would also incorporate better protection for the 
anhydrous ammonia tubes and beavertail; subcomponents which were prone to 
wear. These enhancements would eliminate the need for several different part 
numbers as all additional knife components  would now became peripherals. 
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� The Project  



� The purpose of the Fertilizer Knife 

    
•  The Fertilizer Knife is attached to the coulter disc to ensure it keeps the 

coulter blade free of residue and protects the fertilizer delivery tubes 
from wear.  

•  It creates a trench approx. 4” deep in the soil which supplies accurate 
depth placement for granular fertilizer or anhydrous ammonia. 

•  It shatters the trench cavity’s hard side walls. This helps to close the 
soil trench quickly. When liquid nitrogen is exposed to the air it turns to 
gas. Therefore, the trench must be covered almost immediately after 
introducing the NH3 to the cavity. 
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Fertilizer knife highlighted in blue 



�  Application:  Fertilizer Knife for Magnum Coulter unit 

�  Material: CADI – Carbidic Austempered Ductile Iron 

�  Process: Green Sand - Hunter horizontal molding 

�  Weight/Dimensions:  6.8 lbs   -   9.2”x 8.5”x 3” 
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Leth Iron worked closely with Yetter at the initial design stage to incorporate  superior wear and 
manufacturing characteristics to enhance the life of the product. This included prototyping three 
different cast materials – 27% High Chrome Iron, Austempered Ductile Iron grade 5, and finally 
Carbidic Austempered Ductile Iron (CADI). CADI offered increased impact resistance over 27% 
Chrome Iron and superior abrasion resistance/wearability over ADI grade 5. 
 

* Final part is supplied “As Cast” and utilizes two cores. Special shell coring of the “mounting ears”  and 
“mounting holes” was required to keep the ears parallel to each other for assembly and superior 
dimensional stability. The second core was required for the “Tube delivery” cavity which also 
incorporates a mounting hole for the “Beavertail”. The square mounting hole for the “Tube assembly” was 
green sand molded to eliminate any machining requirements. Parting lines are robotically ground with a 
diamond coated wheel to achieve excellent surface finish and dimensional control. 

*Part cosmetics are optimized due to the internal sand process control used by Leth Iron. Enhanced 
cosmetics provides an esthetically pleasing and accurate product compared to the previous weldment. 

Ear core 

Tube core 
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Beavertail 

Delivery tubes 

        Weldment  3-D model of casting 

CADI Casting 
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Fabrication Casting

•  Multiple component fabrication 

•  Insufficient dimensional stability 

•  Multiple part numbers required 

•  Premature wear on part and fertilizer 
delivery components 

•  Significant cost to manufacture 

•  One piece casting 

•  Superior dimensional control 

•  Only two part numbers required (LH and 
RH) 

•  Delivery components now protected from     
wear 

• A cost savings of 60% 
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•  Lowered dealer inventory as one casting may be used for many end-products. Ex. 
Single tube, double tube, vapor tube, etc.  

 
•  Easier to order whole goods as all units will now include the same knife. Tube kits 

are sold separately. 

•  Order accuracy has increased due to all units having the same part number.  

•  Decreased upkeep cost as replacement parts now include Beaver Tail and Tube 
kits instead of ordering the entire Knife assembly. 

•  Design of cast Knife allows for better protection of product delivery tube, thus 
allowing for much longer wear life as the delivery tube is not exposed to soil. 

•  From a manufacturing standpoint it helps assembly time greatly as all units get the 
same parts and assembly procedure. 

•  From a manufacturing standpoint it helps inventory tracking as all units now utilize 
the same knives. 

•  Gives end user greater flexibility to change forms of fertilizer or delivery easily 
and inexpensively. 

•  A cost savings of 60% compared to the fabrication. 

•  Increased aesthetic value of overall product. 

•  Lowers end user's time of replacement after wear parts are depleted. 
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LethIron

20x24 Hunter molding line Pattern 

Shell corebox Drag mold including cores 
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Lethbridge Iron Works Company Ltd. 
720 32nd ST N 
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 
T1H 5K5 
 
Ph: (403) 329-4242 
Fx: (403) 327-1131 


